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CLICK TO EDIT MASTER TITLE STYLE
Purpose of this presentation is to: 

• Review current theory, 

• Application, 

• Miscomprehension of concurrency and pacing as reflected in 

expert literature, and

• The role of Intent in Concurrency and Pacing

Introduction
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This presentation you will enable you to:

1. Understand concurrent delay and pacing delay

2. Identify the similarities and differences between these two 

types of delay

3. Describe the importance of intent in pacing

4. Explain whether intent in pacing should make a difference 

in a determination on concurrency

Introduction



Concurrent delay is often misunderstood:

• Complicated Facts

• Complicated Theory

• Poor Expert Understanding

• Worse Court/Board Understanding

What is Concurrent Delay?
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Five requirements for concurrency: [1]

1. Two delays occurring at the same time

2. Delays that are the legal responsibility of different parties

3. Each delay is independent of the other

4. Each delay actually delays the completion of the project

5. Substantial and not easily curable

[1] AACE 29R-03 Section 4.2.C

What is Concurrent Delay?
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• Formal definitions do not always clarify the meaning or application of 

concurrent delay.  AACE RP10S-90 has FIVE:

“(2)Concurrent delays occur when there are two or more independent causes 

of delay during the same time period. The “same” time period from which 

concurrency is measured, however, is not always literally within the exact 

period of time. For delays to be considered concurrent, most courts do not 

require that the period of concurrent delay precisely match. The period of 

‘concurrency’ of the delays can be related by circumstances, even though the 

circumstances may not have occurred during exactly the same time of 

period.”

What is Concurrent Delay?
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• “(3)True concurrent delay is the occurrence of two or more delay events 

at the same time, one an employer risk event, the other a contractor risk 

event and the effects of which are felt at the same time. The term 

‘concurrent delay’ is often used to describe the situation where two or 

more delay events arise at different times, but the effects of them are 

felt (in whole or in part) at the same time. To avoid confusion, this is 

more correctly termed the ‘concurrent effect’ of sequential delay 

events.” [2]

• AACE RP29R-03 has an extensive discussion of concurrency and pacing

[2] SCL Delay and Disruption Protocol, Society of Construction Law, Oxon, United Kingdom, 2017

What is Concurrent Delay?
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Two parallel critical 

path delays 

occurring at the 

same time caused 

by separate events 

that are the 

responsibility of 

separate parties

Concurrent Delay



Most contentious requirement for concurrency

• Limited precedent as to whether the cause or the effect of a delay 

should be used for concurrency calculations (AACE RP29R-03 takes no 

position)

• However, the expert is advised that whichever is used, it must be on the 

CP.  Therefore if the “causes” are delay events on the CP, they should be 

used.  If the delay is not on the CP but the effect is some other activity 

on the CP, then it should be used.

1. Two Delays Occurring at the Same Time



Most contentious requirement for concurrency

• Settled law in the U.S. that delays do not have to be exactly 

simultaneous to be considered concurrent:

– Literal concurrency – delays must start at exactly the same time to be 

considered concurrent

– Functional concurrency – concurrency should be measured based on 

forensic measurement periods

Two Delays Occurring at the Same Time



Two parallel critical 

path delays that do 

not start on the 

same day: the first 

delay creates float 

in the CPM network. 

Diagram shows NO 

concurrent delay

Literal Concurrency



Two parallel critical 

path delays that do 

not start on the 

same day: both 

delays are 

measured in the 

same evaluation 

period. This is a 

concurrent delay

Functional Concurrency
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Advantages to “Functional Theory”. 

• It recognizes that schedules are imperfect both in their creation 
and updating; 

• Forensic delay analysis is often done on a monthly basis; 

• Concurrency should be considered as part of the overall 
forensic analysis;

• It may be impossible to specifically identify the Critical Path; 
and,

• Applicable for use during the project.

Functional Concurrency



In  England, SCL-DDP2 (2017) issued in a well-reasoned synopsis 
as follows:

• “True concurrent delay is the occurrence of two or more delay events at 
the same time, one an Employer Risk Event, the other a Contractor Risk 
Event, and the effects of which are felt at the same time. True concurrent 
delay will be a rare occurrence.”[3] 

• If the effects of the delay are felt at the same time, then it might be 
considered concurrent, even if the delays occur at different times.

• CPM analysis is essential in determining concurrency.

• SCL DDP2 adopts Literal Concurrency

[3] SCL Delay and Disruption Protocol, Society of Construction Law, Oxon, United Kingdom, 2017

Society of Construction Law DDP (2017)



• Does period choice impact Concurrency?

Absolutely, a delay on the 29th of the month and another on the 1st of 

the next month should probably be considered for concurrency

• How wide can the periods be in Functional concurrency?–

The wider the period, the more concurrency

Periods that exceed a single update can be suspect – particularly if they 

create concurrency

Sometimes delays at opposite ends of the project are claimed as 

concurrent – Offsetting Delays

• Sequential Delays

Three other Issues



Period Selection

Wide periods create 

concurrency –

Narrow periods 

destroy concurrency



Offsetting Delays

How close do the 

delays have to be 

concurrent? 

These are NOT 

concurrent



• Modern CPM analysis techniques can distinguish critical from 

near-critical delays.  

“The suggestion of two concurrent delays to the critical path flies in 

the face of the critical path concept. Logically there cannot be two 

concurrent delays on the critical path because there is but one 

critical path at any one point in time, running in sequence from one 

critical path to another …”[4]

[4] Mega Construction Co. v. U.S., 29 Fed Cl. 396 (1993). 

Sequential Delays



Do both delays have to be on the critical path?

• Trick question.

• The theory is that both delays have to delay the completion 
date and be occurring at the same time.

• Clearly does not work in reality.

• Activities that are near in time, and near in criticality have 
consistently been found to be concurrent.

Summary of Simultaneity



• The two delays must to be the legal responsibility of separate 

parties to be eligible for a concurrent delay

• A concurrency investigation is irrelevant unless there are two 

or more parties causing the delays in question

2. Different Legal Responsibility



• There must be two separate causes of the delay

– Two separate delays to a single activity

– A single delay to two separate activities

• Rarely at issue in contentious concurrent delay claims

• Typically established simply by the litigants and facts of the 

case

3. Two Independent Events



• Both delays have to create a delay to the completion date, 

absent the other delay

“In terms of the concurrent delay rule, the concurrent delay 

must pertain to activities whose completion was critical to the 

completion of the project itself. … Relief from the imposition of 

liquidated damages must depend upon showing concurrent 

delay in respect to activities on the critical path”[5]

[5] – Santa Fe, Inc., ABCA No’s 1943-1946, 84-2 BCA 17,341 (1984).

4. Delays to the Completion of the Project



• Divergent case law where courts often apply dissimilar approaches to 

concurrency 

1. Intertwined Delays – oldest legal approach; based on an inability to 

assign causation to delays and a reluctance to speculate as to 

culpability

2. Apportionment of Delays – contractor has a burden to apportion 

the delays affecting the critical path to be able to recover 

appropriate damages

3. Jury Verdict Method – allocates delays based on the significance of 

each of the concurrent events; few cases actually use this method.

Judicial Approaches to Concurrency



• Modern cases usually apply “Apportionment of Delays” as 

much as possible using advance CPM analysis and expert 

opinion.  

• When they can not apportion, the remainder is “Intertwined 

Delays.”

[6] J. Livengood, “Knowns and Unknowns of Concurrent Delay,” ASCE Journal of Legal Affairs and Dispute 

Resolution in Construction and Engineering. August 2017 Vol 9, Issue 3

Judicial Approaches to Concurrency[6]



• Pacing delay – a deceleration of work in response to a separate delay, 

in order to maintain a reasonable rate of work

• A pacing delay can occur only in response to another delay

• The pacing party must be able to resume work at a normal pace if the 

original delay is resolved

“Delay resulting from a conscious and contemporaneous decision to pace 

progress of an activity against another activity experiencing delay due to an 

independent cause.”[7] 

[7] K. Hoshino, “Proposed Specific Language Regarding Pacing,” 2006 AACE International Transactions. 

AACE International. Morgantown, WV.

Pacing



• Types of pacing:

– Direct pacing – causal activity and paced activity are on the 

same critical path and the delay to the first activity directly 

causes a delay to the second (Not generally called Pacing)

– Indirect pacing – activities are on different float paths and 

the delay to one path creates float in the other, which is 

then consumed through pacing

Pacing
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• Contemporaneous intent is part of the definition of pacing

• Typical pacing definition is interpreted such that pacing must be done  

against a parent delay.

“Where the government causes delay to the critical path, it is 

permissible for the contractor to relax its performance of its work to the 

extent that it does not impact project completion.” [8] 

[8] Utley-James, Inc., GSBCA No. 5370, 85-1 BCA 17,816, aff’d, Utley-James, Inc. v. United States, 14 

CL. Ct. 804 (1988).

Intent to Pace



• Contractor must restart work when parent delay ends.

• Tends to establish that the intent to pace was real

“It does not appear … that but for the government-caused delay, 

appellant could have completed the work by December 13. It is 

concluded, therefore, that … appellant was at least concurrently 

responsible for the delay in the progress of the work.” [9] 

[9] Utley-James, Inc., GSBCA No. 5370, 85-1 BCA 17,816, aff’d, Utley-James, Inc. v. United States, 14 

CL. Ct. 804 (1988).

Resume Work



• Contemporaneous intent is part of the definition of pacing

• Typical pacing definition is interpreted such that pacing must be done  

against a parent delay.

• Proof is the major issue:

– Letter to owner

– Discussion in Meeting minutes

– Actual slowing

– Resumption upon end of parent

Intent to Pace



• What if the contractor paces against a delay that would not have given 

rise to concurrency?

– This issue has never been directly addressed by a court

– Should contractors be allowed to slow work to save money, even if it 

is not in response to an owner-caused delay?

Intent to Pace



• Mountains of Canada

• Limited Access

• Winter No-Work period (Snow)

• 300 km long 

• 200 mt wide

• 700 Towers

• 690 M USD (Owner Cost)

• 1.1 B USD (Contractor Cost)

• Planned 3-year construction

• Actual 4-Year Construction

Real Life Example 



1. DB contractor was late  due to low productivity in placement 

of Foundations and erection of Towers.  This was on the 

Critical Path

2. Owner suspended a portion of the work due to design 

difficulties (mountainous terrain)

3. Suspended work soon became concurrently critical with slow 

progress.

Real Life Example



4. Five months after start of suspension internal audit shows 

contractor loosing money VERY quickly – losses must be 

staunched.

5. Six months after start of suspension, DB contractor notifies 

owner of intent to further slow work. No mention of 

suspension

6. Work continues at original slow pace, no measurable change

7. Owner deletes work under suspension

Real Life Example



8. At end of project (finished a year late) DB Contractor asserts  that the 

entirely of the slow  duration was a result of the owner’s suspension.

9. DB Contractor schedule did not “rebound” when suspended work was 

deleted

10. Owners expert argued a concurrent delay between the suspension 

(owner responsibility) and the slow pace on the remainder of the 

work.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Real Life Example



Real Life Example

• I argued that there 

was concurrency of 

40 days. 

• Concurrency 

ended when 

Owner deleted 

work under 

suspension.



WHAT DO YOU THINK?

• Does it matter that the alleged pacing started months after the 

Owner delay?

• Does it matter that the alleged slow-down seem closely related 

in time to a bad audit report?

• Does it matter that the DB Contractor never alleged a 

connection between the suspension and the slow-down until a 

year after event?

Real Life Example



Arbitration panel held that the DB 

Contractor was pacing the suspension.

Real Life Example – Wrongly Decided



Party claiming pacing must establish that:

1. There was an original delay on the critical path caused by the other 

party

2. The party claiming pacing contemporaneously and consciously slowed 

its work

3. The slowed work was a response to the other party’s delay

4. The party claiming pacing was able to, and did, resume its original 

work rate upon the cessation of the first delay

Summary of Pacing



• Findings of concurrency result in a time extension but no award of 

damages

• U.S. courts try to allocated delay based on a factual and CPM analysis

• Pacing delay claims rely on the underlying reasons for delay and if there 

was contemporaneous proof of intent

• Intent is the distinction between concurrency and pacing

Conclusion
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